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ABSTRACT

Bandwidth sharing in video streaming applications becomes

problematic with the explosion of live services. In such appli-

cations, compression optimization techniques are seen as an

efficient way for enforcing high quality video transmission.

In this paper, we propose a low-complexity adaptive encod-

ing framework for H.264/AVC, in which the inverse trans-

formation matrix is optimized for each frame, as function of

both content and quantization noise. As the transform op-

timization is done in one encoding pass, it can be success-

fully used in live encoding setups. The proposed synthesis

filter adaptation method shows promising results compared to

H.264/AVC, making it suitable for video streaming applica-

tions.

Index Terms— Inverse transform, adaptive coding, DCT,

filter bank, H.264/AVC.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the expansion of video-based applications,

real-time services like live video streaming, video conferenc-

ing, telephony or gaming are of great demand. However,

as the available bandwidth is limited in such applications,

compression optimization techniques represent the best way

to achieve high quality video streaming services. Subband

decomposition is an efficient technique that can be success-

fully used in mobile applications, providing the best trade-

off between image resolution, framerate and video quality.

Originally designed with the filter bank (FB) formalism [1],

subband transforms have become the most common tool for

video compression due to block-based processing (e.g. DCT)

that permits efficient implementations.

In [2] it has been shown that perfect reconstruction (PR)

synthesis filter banks do not provide the best performance

in terms of the reconstruction quality, when considering the

presence of quantization noise. Indeed, the minimization of

the quantization error leads to a solution where the synthesis

filter bank depends both on the statistics of the quantization

noise and of the input signal. In [3], this optimization was
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done for a 2D signal, firstly decorrelated with a separable 2D-

DCT transform and afterwards reconstructed using an adap-

tive non-separable 2D transform. Using a quantization matrix

similar to the one employed by the JPEG [4] standard, it has

been shown that it is possible to reconstruct the signal with a

substantial signal to noise ratio (SNR) gain as compared with

the classical decoding method using a PR-FB. Similarly, in

[5] a 2D separable synthesis filter bank was proposed for the

optimal reconstruction of JPEG-coded images.

However, in [2] the synthesis FB adaptation is performed

as a bitrate constrained optimization, which amounts to

jointly optimize the quantizer choice and the synthesis FB

design. For a closed-loop hybrid video compression scheme,

the optimization of the decoding stage, including the choice

of an adaptive inverse transform, is a much more compli-

cated problem. Indeed, the values of the encoded residual

coefficients do not only depend on the quantizer but they

are also related to the way the residual is obtained, given

the prediction modes and motion vectors. In other words,

the optimization of the reconstruction stage in a video codec

involves a joint optimization of the quantizers, inverse trans-

form, prediction modes and motion vectors [6]. Due to the

complexity of the problem, an exhaustive search for the op-

timal parameters is not tractable and sub-optimal solutions

are usually implemented. Firstly, the inverse transform clas-

sically used by the decoder corresponds to the synthesis bank

filter obtained with the perfect reconstruction property. Next,

a widely accepted method for prediction modes and motion

vectors selection is to minimize a Lagrangian cost criterion

prior to performing the residual coding [7]. Both rate and dis-

tortion for the actual residual coding stage are approximated

in this latter step.

In [8] was introduced an in-loop inverse transform opti-

mization process wherein the synthesis filter bank is adapted

for each frame, in a classical rate-distortion optimization

scheme. At each iteration, a new inverse transform is com-

puted, by minimizing the mean square reconstruction error

(MSE) and, at the end of the iteration loop, a rate-distortion

criterion was used to choose the most suitable inverse trans-

form to be used in the reconstruction.

In this paper, we propose to perform the adaptation of the

synthesis filter banks outside the closed loop, thus strongly

reducing the complexity on the encoder side. This way, by re-
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moving the necessity of multiple encoding passes in the adap-

tation process of [8], the new coding scheme can be success-

fully used on live encoding setups, such as video conferencing

or gaming services. Moreover, the resulted stream is com-

pletely compatible with the H.264/AVC standard [9], with an

optional adapted inverse transform. As the proposed scheme

presents interesting gains with respect to H.264/AVC, it could

be efficiently used in video streaming applications.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section,

we briefly introduce the synthesis FB formalism and formu-

late the mean-square error minimization problem. Section 3

describes our inverse transform adaptation algorithm in an

H.264/AVC video coding framework. In Section 4, the per-

formance of the proposed method is evaluated, conclusions

and perspectives for future works being drawn in Section 5.

2. MSE MINIMIZATION FOR SYNTHESIS FILTER

BANKS

Let an input signal x be decomposed into M subbands

{yi}0≤i<M by an M -band analysis filter bank having the

impulse response {hi}0≤i<M , followed by decimators of a

factor M . Each subband is further quantized: yb,i(m) =
yi(m) + bi(m), then reconstructed using the synthesis fil-

ter bank defined by its {gi}0≤i<M impulse response. Here

bi(m) denotes the quantization noise of the ith subband and

m represents the coefficient index within the ith subband.

The M -band analysis and synthesis FB with quantization

noise is described in Figure 1.

In [8] it has been shown that the adaptation process for de-

signing a synthesis FB supposes to find a new reconstruction

matrix:

G′ =
[
G′

0
, . . . , G′

Q−1

]
, Q ≤ M,

such that the reconstructed signal, x̃(m) = G′yb(m), has the

minimum MSE with respect to the original signal:

G′ = min
G

∑

m

‖x(m) − x̃(m)‖2. (1)

The optimal solution G′ to the minimization problem in

(1) is generally obtained by linear regression and verifies:

Rxy = G′ · Ryy (2)

where:

Rxy =
∑

m

x(m)yT
b (m) and Ryy =

∑

m

yb(m)yb(m)T .

(3)

Moreover, if the auto-correlation matrix of the quantized

subbands, Ryy , is invertible, the solution can be found as:

G′ = Rxy · Ryy
−1. (4)

For 2D separable block-based transforms, the images are

divided into blocks of size M × M pixels. Let us denote

by X̃(m1,m2) and Yb(m1,m2) the blocks at the position

(m1,m2) in the reconstructed and residual coefficient frames,

respectively. The 2D-separable inverse transform, given by

two matrices Gh and Gv of size M × M , is applied succes-

sively on the rows and columns of the residual frames as fol-

lows:

X̃(m1,m2) = Gv · Yb(m1,m2) · GT
h . (5)

Another method for obtaining a separable transform is to

use iterative algorithms [10] for solving the non-linear sys-

tem in (5). Among them, the Levenberg-Marquardt method

[11, 12] has proven its efficiency for 2D separable transforms.

In this optimization approach, the objective function to be

minimized, f : R
n 7→ R, n = M × M , is defined by:

f(G) =
∑

m

‖x̃(m,G) − x(m)‖2 (6)

This method has method has the advantage of obtaining only

one adapted inverse matrix. It can be advantageous when cod-

ing the side information that has to be sent to the decoder.

However, the in-loop optimization introduce a non-

negligible complexity at the encoder side, as multiple iter-

ations [8] are needed for the optimization of G. In the sequel,

we propose a new inverse matrix adaptation method, which

computes the best G′ for each frame, in a single iteration.

3. INVERSE TRANSFORM ADAPTATION METHOD

In the proposed optimization framework, the first step of the

encoding process coincides with the standard H.264/AVC

one. Therefore, in a first time, the frame is completely en-

coded using the classical H.264/AVC coding scheme, and the

obtained block residues, R = X − Xp ( e.g. differences

between the original pixels, X, and their predictions, Xp),

as well as the coefficients obtained after the inverse quanti-

zation, Ỹ, are stored in order to perform the adaptation (here

GAV C denotes the standard H.264 transform matrix).

In a second time, after the frame is completely encoded

and using these parameters, a new inverse transform G
′ is

calculated such that it minimizes the distortion between R

and the reconstructed residual, R̂ = G
′T · Ỹ · G′:

G
′ = min

∑

m

∥∥∥R̂(m,G′) − R

∥∥∥ . (7)

Note that in previous works [8], the adaptation process is

done by minimizing (6) and therefore performing several it-

erations of rate-distortion (R-D) optimization for each new

inverse transform. In this framework, the R-D optimization

is performed only once, in the first step, on the H.264/AVC

transform coefficients, GAV C · R · GT
AV C , therefore outside

the closed encoding loop. The new inverse transform ma-

trix found in (7) can thus be seen as sub-optimal in its per-

formance, given no further R-D optimization is performed.

Indeed, the distortion minimization in (7) is done using in
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Fig. 1. M-band analysis and synthesis FB with quantization noise.

the reconstructed residual, R̂, the quantized coefficients ob-

tained in the first step (e.g. standard H.264/AVC encoding).

However, even sub-optimal, the proposed framework reduces

considerably the complexity at the encoder side compared to

the previously proposed adaptation scheme, since there is no

longer the necessity of multiple R-D optimization passes.

In hybrid coders such as H.264/AVC, it is essential that

both the encoder and the decoder have exactly the same ver-

sion of the reconstructed frames. Since any block can be used

as reference for future blocks, the smallest mismatch between

the block reconstructions at encoder and decoder could gen-

erate an effect known as drift. Since the proposed adapta-

tion is not done within the closed encoding loop, the inverse

transform used at encoder, GAV C , and for which the block

predictions have been obtained, differs from the matrix G
′

to be used at decoder side. As the drift effect is cumula-

tive, i.e. the errors within a block propagate to the blocks

referencing it, it is important to calculate at the decoder the

residues reconstructed using the standard transform matrix,

R̃ = G
T
AV C ·Ỹ ·GAV C , and use them in the referencing pro-

cess. Therefore, in this framework, the new adapted inverse

transform matrix should be sent to the decoder as complement

to the standard H.264/AVC bitstream (e.g. Ỹ) obtained in the

first step.

At decoder side, the inverse transform will be performed

twice for each block, in order to eliminate the drift. In a

first step, the block is reconstructed using the standard inverse

transform, GAV C :

X̃AV C = G
T
AV C · Ỹ · GAV C + Xp, (8)

where GAV C is defined as:

GAV C =




1 1 1 1
1 1/2 −1/2 −1
1 −1 −1 1

1/2 −1 1 −1/2


 . (9)

As previously mentioned, this standard reconstruction

X̃AV C will be used in the reverse referencing process,

in order to match exactly the block used by the standard

H.264/AVC encoder in the prediction process. The second

inverse transform, using the adapted matrix G
′, can be seen as

an enhanced version of the first reconstruction and therefore

gives the final decoded block:

X̃′ = G
′T · Ỹ · G′ + Xp. (10)

The decoding block scheme is presented in Fig. 2. Note

that the decoding process is entirely compatible with the stan-

dard one, i.e. X̃AV C can be used in the absence of the adap-

tive decoding framework proposed in this work. Although the

inloop deblocking filter is not illustrated in this diagram for

simplicity, it considerably improves the coding performance,

specially the quality of the inter predictions. It is used in the

standard branch of the decoder (as well as in the coder). The

adapted reconstruction also benefits from this technique.

In the adaptive inverse transform optimization framework

G
′ has to be encoded and sent to the decoder side. The global

performance of the proposed scheme depends therefore on the

how efficiently this adaptation matrix is coded. The extra rate

might considerably reduce or even cancel the coding gain ob-

tained by the adaptation process, making thus the scheme un-

usefull, specially at lower resolutions. In this work, G′ is en-

coded differentially using the standard H.264/AVC transform

GAV C as prediction, e.g. rG′ = G
′ −GAVC. The precision

of the residual rG′ is reduced by a simple scalar quantiza-

tion. The quantization step has to be chosen carefully since it

negatively impact the results (the quantized matrix no longer

satisfies Eq. (7)), specially at lower bitrates (at higher bitrates

the adapted inverse transform is closer to the standard one).

The resulted quantized matrix is encoded as a 4×4 quantized

coefficient block. Even though it was possible to integrate

the coding of the adapted inverse transform into the syntax of

H.264/AVC, it is sent separately to the decoder in order keep

the encoded sequence standard compliant.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the rate-distortion (R-D) performance of

the proposed scheme, our adaptive framework has been im-

plemented in JM 18.2 1. The adaptation was only performed

on the 4 × 4 filter bank.

1http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the decoding process for the proposed inverse transform optimization scheme. [FAV Cn represents

the n-th frame decoded using the standard H.264/AVC and available for being used as reference. F
′
n represents the n-th frame

decoded using the adapted inverse transform.]

The configuration parameters were chosen according to

the recommendation [13]. In order to widen even more the

range of bitrates, two additional points were also included,

e.g. 42 and 47, for intra slices (43 and 48 for P Slices). These

additional QPs allowed performance evaluation at consider-

ably low bitrates. In the followings, we propose to analyse the

results obtained for low bitrates (e.g. QP ∈ {32, 37, 42, 47}),

medium bitrates (e.g. QP ∈ {27, 32, 37, 42}) and high bi-

trates (e.g. QP ∈ {22, 27, 32, 37}). The performance of the

proposed scheme is presented using the Bjontegaard metric

[14], both as average rate reduction for the considered QPs

and PSNR gain difference, in dBs, with respect to the non-

adaptive, standard implementation of H.264/AVC.

Table 1 presents the results obtained for several video se-

quences, namely the SD@30fps sequences City, Harbour and

Soccer and the CIF@30fps sequences Coastguard, Mobile

and Silent. In these tests, it was used a GOP size of 32 frames,

in which the first frame is an I-frame, followed by P-frames.

As the proposed adaptive method can be directly used in still

image compression, Table 2 presents the results obtained for 3

512×512-pixels images, namely Barbara, Lena and Peppers.

Our adaptive coding framework presents gains for all

tested images and video sequences, in all three bitrate inter-

vals. It was observed that for P frames, at low bitrates, after

the quantization, there are fewer non-zero coefficients that

could benefit from the adaptation. Moreover, the impact of

the adaptation matrix-rate is greater which can explain the

smaller gains in this range of bitrate.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an optimization framework for

H.264/AVC, consisting in the adaptation of the inverse trans-

form such that it minimizes the distortion of the decoded

sequence in presence of quantization noise. Despite the fact

that the inverse matrix adaptation is not performed the closed

encoding loop, therefore it considers only the R-D optimiza-

tion done with respect to the standard transform matrix, the

proposed scheme proved its efficiency with respect to the

standard H.264/AVC implementation for several bitrate inter-

vals and sequences with different characteristics. Moreover,

it considerably reduces the computational complexity at the

encoder side compared with previously proposed adaptation

schemes, since there is no longer the necessity of multiple

R-D passes. The additional complexity at the decoder side

(e.g. two inverse transforms are calculated in order avoid the

drift, the remaining decoding process being kept identical)

is considerably low compared to the previous complexity on

the encoder side. Another advantage is that the resulting bit-

stream is entirely compatible with the standard H.264/AVC,

if the new inverse transform matrix is ignored at decoder.

Due to the low-complexity adaptive framework, as well as its

efficiency for all tested bitrates, the proposed method can be

successfully used in live encoding setups or, more generally,

video streaming applications. Several extensions can further

improve the results presented in this work. The adaptive

scheme can be directly used in the high profile H.264/AVC,

on 8×8 DCT-based transform or in bipredicted frames. At the

encoder side, it would be possible to evaluate which would be

the impact of sending the adapted matrix. The representation

precision for the adapted matrix elements, therefore the rate

used for sending it, could be decided frame by frame, there-

fore improving the performance especially at low bitrates.
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